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Abstract:

Many gait analysis applications involve long-term or continuous monitoring which require gait measurements
to be taken outdoors. Wearable inertial sensors like accelerometers have become popular for such applications
as they are miniature, low-powered and inexpensive but with the drawback that they are prone to noise and require robust algorithms for precise identification of gait events. However, most gait event detection algorithms
have been developed by simulating physical world environments inside controlled laboratories. In this paper,
we propose a novel algorithm that robustly and efficiently identifies gait events from accelerometer signals
collected during both, indoor and outdoor walking of healthy subjects. The proposed method makes adept
use of prior knowledge of walking gait characteristics, referred to as expert knowledge, in conjunction with
continuous wavelet transform analysis to detect gait events of heel strike and toe off. It was observed that in
comparison to indoor, the outdoor walking acceleration signals were of poorer quality and highly corrupted
with noise. The proposed algorithm presents an automated way to effectively analyze such noisy signals in
order to identify gait events.

1

INTRODUCTION

Gait is generally defined as the manner or way of
walking. The healthy locomotor system integrates input from the motor cortex, cerebellum, and the basal
ganglia, as well as feedback from visual, vestibular
and proprioceptive sensors to produce controlled motor commands that result in coordinated muscle firings and limb movements (Hausdorff, 2007). This
multi-level neural-locomotor control system produces
a stable gait and a highly consistent walking pattern
while improper co-ordination may lead to deviations
from normal gait behavior resulting in unstable gait.
Gait analysis involves measuring and understanding
various parameters of gait to interpret and draw conclusions on physiological, pathological and psychological factors modulating healthy or unhealthy gait.
In recent years, technological advances have made it
possible to develop better techniques for gait analysis and as such its applications have grown manifold. It can be used to design and optimize functional
electrical stimulation (FES) systems (Williamson and
Andrews, 2000; Mansfield and Lyons, 2003), clinical tool for diagnosis and severity analysis of neurophysiological disorders and impairments (Socie et al.,
2013), elucidate the working of our neuro-locomotory

system (Hausdorff, 2007), assess the quality of gait of
amputees and rehabilitating patients (Aminian et al.,
2004; Selles et al., 2005), recognize different walking
behaviors (Hafner and Bachmann, 2008), predict and
evaluate the risk of falls in older adults (Reelick et al.,
2009; Callisaya et al., 2010) and many more.
Gait is comprised of sequential gait cycles and
each such gait cycle is composed of a sequence of
events that mark the transition from one gait phase
to another (Rueterbories et al., 2010). In the temporal domain, gait events are expressed as a function of
time while in the spatial domain, gait movements are
expressed as a function of the orientation of the limbs
and joints. In terms of temporal domain parameters,
the two most relevant events in a normal gait cycle are
the initial heel contact or heel strike (HS) and terminal contact or toe off (TO). Both these key events are
widely used in gait analysis because of the aforementioned applications and the fact that other temporal
parameters like swing, stance and stride time can be
directly computed from them. Thus detecting HS and
TO accurately is of vital importance in clinical gait
analysis and many sensors have been used to this end.
Force plates and camera-based motion capture
(mocap) systems are considered as the “gold standard” or reference for identifying gait events (Miller,

2009; Desailly et al., 2009). Force plates capture
the ground reaction force caused by the pressure exerted by the foot on them. Thus by applying simple
thresholds on the recorded force, individual events of
HS and TO can be precisely identified (Mills et al.,
2007). Camera-based mocap systems track markers
that are placed on the body (Hanlon and Anderson,
2009; Aung et al., 2013). Generally, a laboratory
setup consists of a pair of force plates (one for each
foot) that is used concurrently with the mocap system. Though these devices provide relatively precise measurements, they are highly expensive, immobile and require competence in maintenance, operation and execution. The fact that they record the information of only a couple of steps renders them inadequate for applications that need long-term or continuous gait monitoring. For example, some authors have
hypothesized that in-coordination between the neural and locomotor control systems results in specific
gait patterns which can be used for analyzing neurophysiological disorder patients (Stolze et al., 2004;
Hausdorff, 2007) or older adults that have a fear of
falling (Herman et al., 2005; Reelick et al., 2009).
These applications would essentially require mobile
sensors and robust gait analysis algorithms for dayto-day monitoring of such patients.
Pressure sensitive mats and foot switches provide
the option of being used outside the laboratory for
measuring gait events. The pressure sensitive mat
(e.g.GaitRite) consists of a grid of pressure sensors
that can be few meters in length (McDonough et al.,
2001). Foot switches like force sensitive resistors can
be attached at various positions below the feet or insoles of the shoe (Williamson and Andrews, 2000;
Aminian et al., 2002; Lau and Tong, 2008). However there have been studies to show that they are less
reliable and not durable over longer periods (Mansfield and Lyons, 2003) and cannot differentiate between foot load changes due to walking and those
caused by weight shifting for non-walking tasks (Pappas et al., 2001). Hence, from a long-term perspective, they might not be convenient for outdoor use in
daily life and be prone to mechanical failures. Moreover, these sensors provide only temporal information
and thus restrict the scope for any further analysis involving spatial parameters of gait.
Consequently, for such long-term gait monitoring and daily life applications, an alternative is to
use wearable inertial sensors like accelerometers and
gyroscopes. Advancements in MEMS technology
have made them miniature, low-powered, durable, inexpensive, highly mobile and readily available (Kavanagh and Menz, 2008). In recent years, many
gait event identification algorithms have been devel-

oped using inertial sensors (Rueterbories et al., 2010).
While some have used gyroscopes (Pappas et al.,
2001; Aminian et al., 2002; Lee and Park, 2011),
others have found it appropriate to use accelerometers (Williamson and Andrews, 2000; Mansfield and
Lyons, 2003; Selles et al., 2005; Hanlon and Anderson, 2009; Sant’Anna and Wickström, 2010; Aung
et al., 2013). A major drawback of using inertial
sensors is that they provide highly noisy information
and thus require very robust algorithms for gait analysis. Based on the quality and type of information
they provide, some authors have discussed the pros
and cons of using either accelerometers or gyroscopes
(Aminian et al., 2002; Lau and Tong, 2008) though it
must be noted that these sensors are used and well researched in other fields like aerospace and humanoids
(Khandelwal and Chevallereau, 2013). In the context of gait event analysis, accelerometers seem to
be a better choice than gyroscopes for developing
automated gait event identification systems. Sudden
movements like jerks or turns during walking would
cause large gyro drift errors. Furthermore, gyroscopes
have high power consumption, long reaction time and
are very sensitive to temperature effects limiting their
long-term outdoor use (Tan and Park, 2005; Woodman, 2007). Accelerometers, on the other hand, suffer from noise due to mechanical vibrations and calibration errors but these do not diverge in time and in
many cases can be handled effectively.
Recently, many methods have been developed
for identifying gait events only from accelerometer
data. Some of these algorithms apply different techniques to analyze signals obtained from individual
accelerometer axis (Williamson and Andrews, 2000;
Mansfield and Lyons, 2003; Selles et al., 2005; Torrealba et al., 2010). Hence, at the beginning of the
experiment, the accelerometer is positioned in some
specific orientation such that each accelerometer axis
is aligned with some pre-defined limb axis and the
assumption is made that the accelerometer shall stay
statically positioned during the entire movement of
the experiment. Otherwise, either the axis alignment
should be readjusted frequently or the exact orientation of the accelerometer must be known throughout the experiment (which might be difficult to estimate) to compensate for the misalignment of the
axes. A possible alternative could be to analyze the
resultant accelerometer signal instead as it is invariant to individual axis alignment. Some other methods use machine learning techniques (Williamson and
Andrews, 2000; Aung et al., 2013) but the difficulty
with such algorithms is that they depend on labeled
training data and the addition or exclusion of any
parameter would require re-training the entire algo-

rithm. In recent years, wavelet transforms are being
increasingly used to develop gait event detection algorithms (Aminian et al., 2002; Forsman et al., 2009;
Gouwanda and Senanayake, 2009; Aung et al., 2013)
as it supports simultaneous time frequency analysis
of non-stationary signals and have been shown to be
robust among peak detection algorithms (Yang et al.,
2009). Additionally, baseline trends can be implicitly removed and no preprocessing of the signal is required (Du et al., 2006). All methods and techniques
that were reviewed in this paper have been developed
by ‘simulating a physical world environment inside a
controlled laboratory’. Therefore there is a need for
a robust algorithm that can identify gait events from
acceleration signals collected in the ‘outdoor environment’.
This paper proposes a novel algorithm for the robust identification of gait events from accelerometer data collected during indoor and outdoor walking. The developed method combines the knowledge about some known gait characteristics referred
to as expert knowledge (EK) with continuous wavelet
transform (CWT) analysis of the resultant accelerometer signal. The proposed method is applied on an
indoor walking dataset to evaluate its efficiency and
accuracy. The robustness of the algorithm is evaluated by applying it on outdoor walking signals and
comparing the mean stride time calculated from the
left and right legs of each subject. Since the outdoor
walking signals were of poorer quality and noisier
than indoor, further analysis was required to identify
the gait events. The rest of this paper is organized into
four sections. Sections 2 & 3 describe the data collection procedure and the developed algorithm, respectively. Section 4 presents the results while Section 5
concludes this paper and discusses future work.

2

EXPERIMENTS

Fifteen healthy volunteers participated in the experiments with informed prior consent. Each subject had
two Shimmer (3-axis) accelerometers (sampling at
128 Hz) attached to both their ankles, just above their
lateral malleolus. Velcro straps were used to keep the
sensors in place. The subjects were instructed to walk
for about 25 minutes at their preferred walking speed
on an outdoor street which was not absolutely flat and
made of asphalt concrete. The proposed method was
also applied on a previously published dataset which
was collected from 6 subjects walking inside a laboratory (Sant’Anna and Wickström, 2010). The experiment used two Shimmer 3-axis accelerometers (sampling at 50 Hz) positioned at the ankles and a 6m

long Gold GaitRite pressure sensitive mat (sampling
at 60 Hz) which had its own software for detecting
HS and TO. The pressure mat data was used as the
ground truth. All analysis was performed in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA).

3
3.1

METHODOLOGY
Continuous Wavelet Transform

The wavelet transform produces a time frequency decomposition of the signal which separates individual
signal components more effectively than the shorttime Fourier transform. The ability to give the time
localization of the spectral components in a nonstationary signal has rendered it a powerful tool for
processing of biosignals like EEG, EMG and ECG
(Rafiee et al., 2011). Wavelet transforms can be
mainly divided into discrete and continuous forms.
The former operates over scales and positions based
on powers of two making it non-redundant, computationally more efficient and sufficient for reconstruction of signal. The latter allows transforms at all
scales and positions, thus maintaining all information
without down-sampling which makes it appropriate
for tasks like peak detection (Du et al., 2006) and pattern matching. The Continuous Wavelet Transform or
CWT of a signal, x(t), is given as:
1
CW T (a, b) = √
a

Z +∞

x(t)ψ∗ (

−∞

t −b
)dt
a

(1)

where ψ∗ (t) is the complex conjugate of the wavelet
function ψ(t) and a and b are the dilation and location parameters of the wavelet, respectively (Mallat,
1999). ψ(t), usually termed the mother wavelet function, must satisfy certain mathematical criteria like finite energy and no zero-frequency component to be
admissible (Addison, 2005). The dilation or scale
is inversely proportional to the spectral components.
Low scales or high frequencies provide more local information while high scales or low frequencies provide relatively more global information about the signal. This multi-resolution property of CWT makes it
appropriate for gait analysis.

3.2

Expert Knowledge

There are some characteristics that are particular to
gait signals which is used in conjunction with CWT
analysis to develop the proposed algorithm. These
known gait characteristics, namely, EK1,2,3 are enumerated below:

1. For a subject walking at their preferred walking
speed, the shape of the HS regions in the resultant
accelerometer signal have consistency throughout
the signal as shown in Figure 1a. TO regions have
a similar consistency but their peaks are lower
than HS because normally the heel strikes the
ground with higher force compared to the toe lifting off the ground.
2. The activity of walking cannot be done at arbitrarily high speeds. There is an upper bound in
the frequencies that are generated during walking.
3. This is an extension of EK2 . During walking
at preferred walking speed, the velocity might
change with fairly consistent stride time but there
is no random high jump in speed from one step to
the other. For example if one step is taken at x m/s
then the following next step cannot be at 1.5x m/s
for a ‘normal’ walk.
Each of these facts are utilized to develop the proposed method. Figure 1a shows the resultant acceleration signal that is calculated from the individual
accelerations from each axis of the 3-axis accelerometer. EK1 is used to choose the mother wavelet that is
applied to this resultant acceleration signal. The CWT
gives continuous wavelet coefficients which illustrate
how well a wavelet function correlates with a specific
signal. Thus greater the correlation, higher will be
the CWT coefficients and vice-versa. The wavelet
‘symlet-4’ (sym4) is chosen as the mother wavelet
function ψ(t) which is near symmetric and orthogonal (Figure 1b). Sym4 wavelet highly matches or
correlates with the HS regions giving sharper peaks
at higher scales (called ridges) more than the TO
regions, thus providing a better separation between
them at the same scales. EK2 is used to choose the
appropriate scales for further analysis. As shown in
Figure 2, the information on lower scales corresponds
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Figure 1: (a) HS and TO regions in the resultant acceleration signal from outdoor walking. (b) Scaling and wavelet
functions of sym4 wavelet.

Figure 2: CWT coefficients of the resultant acc. signal.

to high frequency noise and artifacts which can be excluded. This is one of the many advantages of CWT
analysis as no pre-processing of the signal like noise
filtering or smoothing is required. The scales that
are chosen for further analysis are where the CWT
coefficients for the matched HS region are high and
form sharp ridges. In this case, as shown in Figure
2, the CWT coefficients are very high between scales
40 to 80. Thus they are chosen for further analysis
and these scale bounds are applied to the resultant acceleration signals of all subjects. EK3 is used in the
statistical diagnosis of stride time to automatically detect the inconsistent HS and TO regions (explained in
Section 3.3.2 and 3.3.3).

3.3

Identification of Gait Events

3.3.1

Detecting the good HS

According to Eq.1, the CWT of the acceleration
signal results in a CWT coefficients matrix or CCM
that is based on the scale and location parameters of
the sym4 wavelet. Each row of this matrix corresponds to a chosen scale of the wavelet while each
column corresponds to that sample of the acceleration signal where the wavelet is positioned or located.
Thus an element in this matrix represents the correlation between the wavelet and a signal sample at a
given scale. The CCM matrix has a size mxn where m
is the total number of chosen scales and n is the total
length of the vector of the samples of the acceleration
signal. The maximum coefficient value in each column of the CCM matrix represents the best matching
for that signal sample from all chosen scales. A vector
MC1xn is defined which contains the maximum coefficient values from all n columns. A rough envelope
(RE) of the HS regions is obtained by subtracting the
mean of MC from MC and retaining all non-negative

Figure 3: (a) Rough envelope (RE) of the HS and TO regions. Red and green dots represent peaks that belong to
the Chigh and Clow clusters respectively. The magenta dot
represents PC−low . (b) Coefficients of the ICM matrix.

values from the result (refer Figure 3a):
(
MC − MC if MC − MC ≥ 0
RE1xn =
0
if MC − MC < 0

(2)

where MC = max(CCM) and MC = mean(MC).
Then all local maxima points or peaks in the rough
envelope are found and separated into two clusters using k-means clustering. One cluster, Chigh , comprises
high-valued peaks located in the HS regions while the
other cluster, Clow , comprises low-valued peaks from
the TO regions (Figure 3a). The peak with the highest
value in the Clow cluster is identified and labeled as
PC−low . All coefficients greater than (PC−low + MC)
in the CWT coefficients matrix would approximately
correspond to only the HS regions. Thus an intermediate coefficients matrix (ICMmxn ) is created from the
original CWT coefficients matrix by setting all coefficients less than (PC−low + MC) to zero:
(
CCM if CCM > (PC−low + MC)
ICM =
(3)
0
if CCM 6 (PC−low + MC)
The ICM coefficients (shown in Figure 3b) represent the probable HS event with sharp ridges. By
computing the local maxima along the columns in the
ICM matrix, the ridges that correspond to the occurrence of HS events are obtained, as shown in Figure 4.
The mean of local maxima points making each ridge
in the ICM matrix gives the good HS events in the
resultant acceleration signal. For a good quality signal with a high signal to noise ratio (SNR), all HSs
will probably be identified in this step which was the
case with the indoor walking dataset. However, the
acceleration signals collected during outdoor walking
were highly noisy with poor SNR. For such signals,
it is observed that few HS and TO regions are irregularly shaped, i.e. they look different from the regular

Figure 4: Ridges in the ICM matrix that correspond to HS.

HS and TO regions due to signal corruption, sampling
effects or other factors influencing noise (some examples are shown in Figures 5 and 6). Due to their irregular and inconsistent shape, these noisy HS regions
do not match with the sym4 wavelet as much as the
other regular HS regions and lead to lower peaks that
do not fall in the Chigh cluster. As a result, the ridges
corresponding to these noisy HSs do not appear in the
ICM matrix and are undetected in this step. Similarly
it might be that the noisy TO regions might get incorrectly identified as HS due to high peaks that fall
in the Chigh cluster. Using EK3 , a statistical analysis
of stride time allows us to automatically detect these
irregular HS and TO regions and identify them correctly. Henceforth the terms ‘noisy HS’ and ‘noisy
TO’ are used to represent the HSs that were undetected and TOs that were misidentified as HSs, in this
step, respectively.
3.3.2

Locating the noisy HS events

The ridges corresponding to the noisy HS regions go
undetected in the previous step. An automated way to
find these missed HSs is by statistically investigating
stride time. Stride time is defined as the periodic time
between any two gait events such as HS. Using EK2,3
it can be deduced that the stride time values which are
greater than 1.5 times the median stride time (appear
as high outliers in the boxplot of stride time in Figure
5) correspond to the noisy HSs. From each of these
high outliers, the HS event before and after the missed
HS event can be identified by referring to the vector
of good HSs obtained in Section 3.3.1. A temporal
boundary can be set to search for the missed ridges of
the noisy HSs in the CCM matrix:
boundlow
boundhigh

= HSbe f ore + Q1
= HSa f ter + Q3

(4)

where HSbe f ore and HSa f ter are the HS events before
and after the missed HS and Q1 and Q3 are the 1st
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Figure 5: Examples of noisy HS regions (circled in red) that
can be statistically detected from stride time.

and 3rd quartiles of stride time. The mean of the local
maxima points making each of these missed ridges in
the CCM matrix gives the location of the noisy HS
events which are appended to the vector of HSs. The
stride time is recomputed at the end of this step.
3.3.3

Removing the noisy TO events

As explained in Section 3.3.1, the noisy TOs are the
ones which have been misidentified as HS and can be
automatically detected and removed in a similar statistical fashion as above using EK3 and stride time.
Figure 6 shows the boxplot of stride time. The noisy
TOs lie in the cluster of outliers below the lower
whisker of stride time. These outliers correspond to
stride time values below (Q1 − 1.5 ∗ IQR) where Q1
is the first quartile and IQR is the interquartile range
of stride time. A noisy TO always give rise to a consecutive outlier pair among these low outliers. Such a
pair consists of one outlier which corresponds to the
distance between the previous HS and the noisy TO
and the other outlier which corresponds to the distance between this same noisy TO and the next HS.
This pair of outliers would be indexed consecutively
in the vector of HSs because they occur one after the
other as shown in Figure 6. Thus by identifying such
outlier pairs, the noisy TOs that have been misidentified as HSs are removed from the vector of detected
HSs.

4

RESULTS

Section 3 presents a four step procedure to systematically identify the gait events of HS and TO:
1. Detect the good HS events: Identifies the HS from
the ridges in the ICM matrix that correspond to
the consistent and regularly shaped HS regions.
Stride time is computed at the end of this step.
2. Locate the noisy HS events: Detects the missed
HS events in step 1 (that correspond to the irregularly shaped noisy HS regions) by searching for
the missed ridges in CCM matrix within the defined temporal bounds.
3. Remove TO incorrectly identified as HS: Detects
and removes the irregularly shaped TO regions
misidentified as HS in step 1, by identifying lower
outlier pairs in stride time values that are consecutively indexed in the vector of HSs.
4. Final HS and TO events: Conclusive HS and TO
events in the given acceleration signal.
Figure 4 corresponds to step 1 while Figure 7
shows the stride time at the execution of steps 2, 3 and
4; by applying the proposed method on a subject’s accelerometer signal from outdoor walking. The noisy
HSs and TOs are seen as long spikes which subsequently get removed after the execution of each step.
The developed algorithm was first applied on an
indoor walking dataset consisting of 6 subjects. Since
Step 2: Locate the noisy HS events
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Figure 6: Example of noisy TO region (circled in red) that
creates an outlier pair in the boxplot of stride time.
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Figure 7: Stride time (seconds) at steps 2, 3 and 4 while
processing an outdoor walking acceleration signal.

Table 1: Mean absolute error (MAE) and standard deviation
(SD) in seconds for different methods applied on the indoor
walking dataset of six subjects.

Method
Proposed Method
Symbolic Approach
Peak Detection

5

Gait Event
HS
TO
HS
TO
HS
TO

MAE (SD)
0.03 (0.01)
0.01 (0.01)
0.05 (0.04)
0.03 (0.04)
0.07 (0.10)
0.03 (0.03)

CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION

Most previous methods on gait event detection
have been developed for data collected indoors during controlled lab experiments that provide gait events
for only a couple of steps. This paper presents a
novel algorithm which combines known gait characteristics with wavelet analysis to robustly identify the
gait events, HS and TO, from accelerometer signals
collected in indoor as well as outdoor walking. The
developed method uses resultant accelerometer signal
which eliminates the need to know the specific orientation or alignment of the sensor. For indoor walking, the proposed algorithm detects gait events with

Mean stride time (sec.) and standard deviation for Outdoor Walking
1.25
Left Foot
Right Foot

1.2
1.15
Mean stride time (seconds)

these signals had high SNR, steps 1 and 4 were sufficient to detect the HS and TO of all subjects. Table
1 shows the mean absolute error and standard deviation in detecting HS and TO using the proposed algorithm in comparison with the results of symbolic
approach and peak detection reported in (Sant’Anna
and Wickström, 2010), that were applied to the same
dataset. The errors were calculated by comparing the
detected gait events with the ground truth. In the proposed method there was a constant bias of 5 samples
between the identified TO in the signal and the ground
truth given by the pressure mat. This could be due
to the fact that the pressure mat registers a TO when
the toe leaves the mat to enter the swing phase while
the proposed algorithm detects the TO when the toe
presses against the ground just before the lift, during
which there is highest resultant acceleration in the TO
region. This constant bias has been removed while
computing the mean absolute error and standard deviation of TO presented in Table 1.
The developed algorithm was then applied to the
outdoor walking data consisting of 15 subjects. Since
these signals had poor SNR, all steps were required to
detect the gait events. Figure 8 shows the mean and
standard deviation of stride time computed for the left
and right leg of each subject for outdoor walking.
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Figure 8: Mean stride time (sec.) and standard deviation for
left and right foot of all 15 subjects for outdoor walking.

higher accuracy (Table 1) in comparison to the results
of symbolic approach and peak detection method reported in (Sant’Anna and Wickström, 2010). Steps 1
and 4 were sufficient to identify the gait events of all
subjects indicating that the data has high SNR.
Analyzing the noisy HSs and TOs in the acceleration signals of the outdoor data (examples shown
in Figure 5 and 6) reveals that it has a much lower
SNR in comparison to the indoor data. The extra steps
needed to detect gait events from outdoor data indicate the uncertainty in applying existing algorithms
developed by using indoor data with high SNR. Due
to lack of foot switches during outdoor walking experiments, the detected gait events could not be compared to ground truth. However, for a healthy subject
walking at their preferred walking speed, the stride
time of both feet should be similar with analogous
mean stride time as presented in Figure 8; thus substantiating the robustness of the proposed algorithm.
This makes it useful for long-term and continuous
gait monitoring applications. Using foot switches as
ground truth and performing the analysis in real-time
are considered for future work.
The use of gait expert knowledge in the algorithm
allows a robust analysis. Depending on the quality of
the acquired signal and the desired application, it allows the user to decide to either skip or execute steps
2 and 3 (Section 4). This encourages the future possibility to adapt the proposed methodology to other
types of data and complex gait. Additionally, each of
the four steps of the proposed algorithm provide an
insight into the quality of the collected accelerometer signal which can be further analyzed to define a
‘data quality index’. This could prove useful to clinicians and researchers to determine the utility of the
collected data and run diagnostics accordingly.
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